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Abstract: The aim of this study is to examine HRM systems, human and social capital development and their influence on innovation capabilities in production and service organizations in Turkey. Primary data is collected from two hundred and fifteen employees. The collected data is analyzed by using structural equation modelling. Human capital development mediates the relationship between high-profile personal HRM system and innovation capabilities. Also, the relationship between collective HRM system and innovation capabilities is influenced by the mediating effect of social capital development. Moreover, there is a direct and significant relationship between high-profile and collaborative HRM systems. The impact of social capital development on human capital development is significant and positive. When the moderating effect of sector is tested, sector moderates the above mentioned relationships, but it does not have any moderating effect on the relationship between the two HRM systems and the relationship between social and human capital development. Managers should carefully use these two HRM systems to develop human and social capital within their organizations, and they should be very skilful in managing the mediating effect of human and social capital so that the innovation capabilities of their organizations can be positively improved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, growing global competition, volatile markets and higher customer expectations force the world of business to be in an everlasting state of change where continuous innovation is the one and only strategy for survival of individuals and organizations (Peters, 1997). As a result, innovation is essential. Suranyi-Unger (1994) has stated that organizational innovation is the introduction of any new product, process or system, and academicians such as Avermaete, Viaene, Morgan & Crawford (2003) have written that product, process, organizational and market innovation are the four types of innovation. These four different kinds of innovation are needed for the survival and also for the successful sustainability of people and businesses.

Stone (2009) has defined Human Resource Management as the use of people for attaining strategic business objectives. According to Mondy (2010), some of the HRM practices implemented by organizations are staffing, training and compensation. Huselid(1995) and Boselie, Dietz & Boon (2005) have stated that traditional human resource management research has taken a systematic approach to comprehend the bundle of high performance HRM practices in affecting business performance. To understand the relationship between HRM and organizational performance, Becker & Huselid (2006) have suggested the introduction of different HRM systems which target different organizational capabilities. Instead of single and isolated types of HR practices, researchers like Guest & Conway (2011) have linked certain types of “bundles” or “systems” of HRM practices that have been named as high-performance work systems.

According to Laursen (2002), HR practices enhance each other, so HR practices are more effective in influencing innovation if they are applied in a form of integrated systems. As Gupta & Singhal (1993)
have stated, HRM is an originator of innovation, and effective HRM can make an organization become innovative, but small amount of research has been conducted to capture the effects of particular HRM systems in forecasting innovation, so too much is still unknown about how HRM systems will add to organizational innovation. Although Schuler & MacMillan (1984), Van de Ven (1986), Schuler & Jackson (1987) have agreed on the significance of human resources for innovation, the synergy between HRM practices and organizational innovation has received little attention until recently (Shane & Ulrich, 2004). Moreover, the empirical research focusing on innovative HRM systems has just started (Laursen & Foss, 2003; Shipton, West, Dawson, Birdi & Patterson, 2006; Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle, 2008).

Academics such as Wright, McMahan & McWilliams, (1994) and Becker & Gerhart, (1996) have stated that human resources play an important role in increasing organization’s competitive advantage since employees’ knowledge and skills can be the sources of competitive advantage, and Van de Ven (1986) has stressed that the grounds of innovation are ideas, and it is people who generate and develop ideas. The simple supposition in the relationship between them is that the innovation capacity of an organization is inherent in its employees’ competences and motivation. Stated differently, innovation is the serious enabler for organizational value creation and sustainable competitive advantage, and it is driven by organization’s capacity to manage its intellectual capital (Chen & Huang, 2009). Subramaniam & Youndt (2005) also have emphasized that the innovation capability of an organization is thoroughly interrelated to its intellectual capital.

Swart & Kinnie (2010) have stated that managers ought to develop HRM initiatives which aim to generate and refine intellectual capital composed of human, social and organizational capital, because they help an organization to improve its innovation capacity. As Youndt, Subramaniam & Snell (2004) have indicated, intellectual capital refers to the summation of all types of knowledge which organizations exploit for competitive advantage. The significance of intellectual capital for innovation has attracted researchers’ interest in defining its components and the process by which it augments the innovation capabilities of organizations. Human capital is defined as intellectual capital in the form of individual knowledge and skills of employees. Social capital is the collective knowledge which is rooted in the social relationships amongst employees.

Research has emphasized the role of HRM as a tool for managing human and social capital, and Youndt, Subramaniam & Snell (2004) have demonstrated that HRM investment has a noteworthy role in creating human and social capital. Subramaniam & Youndt (2005) have concluded that an organization’s efforts in hiring, training and implementing other HRM practices need to focus not only on maintaining their employees’ skills and expertise, but also on developing their abilities to collaborate and share information and knowledge. Consequently, Donate, Pena & Sanches de Pablo (2016) have researched high-profile HR practices and collaborative HR practices that are crucial for human and social capital development.

Despite the fact that many organizations in Turkey apply modern HRM practices, they do not result in innovation since HRM practices are not combined in a holistic system so that they can lead to the increase of innovation capabilities through the influence of human and social capital development. Besides, there is lack of empirical research on the relationships among HRM systems, human and social capital development and innovation. Taking all of these into consideration, investigating the influences of HRM systems on innovation capabilities through the mediating effects of human and social capital development in production and service organizations in Turkey is the objective of this study.

2. **THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES**

2.1. **High-profile HRM System, Human Capital Development, Innovation Capabilities**

When academic literature is reviewed, it is found that some earlier studies have examined innovation as dependent variable, and some HRM academics have noticed that effective HRM practice has a positive influence on organizational innovation. Scholars such as De Leede & Looise (2005), Shipton, West, Dawson, Birdi & Patterson, (2006) and Beugelsdijk (2008) have also found that human resource management practices play a significant role at enhancing organizational innovation. Shipton et al., (2006) have conducted a longitudinal study of 22 manufacturing companies in Britain, and they have found that effective HRM systems like training, induction, team working and evaluation can predict products and production technology innovation. Donate, Pena & Sanches de Pablo (2016)
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have studied the innovation impact of high-profile HRM practices such as selective staffing, training, performance appraisal and compensation.

Innovative capacity of an organization is inherent in the intelligence, imagination and creativity of its employees (Kanter, 1989; Gupta & Singhal, 1993; Mumford, 2000) and their contributions are needed for the implementation of innovation (Van de Ven, 1986; Vrakking, 1990). Becker (1964) has mentioned that employees' human capital is the knowledge and skills of individual employees attained from education and experience. Similarly defined by other scholars like Roos, Dragonetti & Edvinsson (1997) and Bontis (1998), the human capital consists of the competencies, experience and commitment of employees. Studies have shown that employees bring different demographic backgrounds (Cox, 1993), personalities (Hough & Schneider, 1996), past experiences (Rousseau, 2001), attitudes (Brief, 1998) and motivations (Locke & Latham, 1990), all of which influence their ways of understanding and reacting to organizational experiences.

According to Smith, Collins & Clark (2005), innovation is “a function of organization’s ability to create, manage and maintain knowledge”, and because knowledge is created by individuals and it is kept within individuals (Grant, 1996), scholars have assumed that HR practices affecting the behavior of human resources might be fundamental in the innovation process. HRM may enable the investigation of problems and promote employees to discover existing knowledge, which consequently stimulates organizational innovation (Shipton, West, Dawson, Birdi & Patterson, 2006). Lately, researchers have begun to study the role of HRM for creativity and innovation (Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle 2008; Lin 2011). In particular, organizations can hire new employees who have creative capability, offer training programs and re-design reward systems to strengthen the creative behaviors of employees.

Chatman (1991) has emphasized that recruitment targets should match the knowledge and attitudes of candidates to the requirements of the job. Staffing is a main HRM practice for innovation and when it is implemented, the organization is more likely to hire employees who are capable of learning the unique knowledge that is essential for the organization’s competitiveness, and in this manner constructing human capital that will be valuable for the organization (Subramaniam & Youndt, 2005; Sekiguchi, 2007). The cautious recruitment and selection of talented people may play a crucial role in crafting the circumstances required for innovation, so successful organizations create recruiting networks to systematically search for new talent and to build a pool of creative employees. A broad selection and hiring procedure by using more recruiting sources, rigorous interviews, screening tests will increase the amount of information collected about each applicant before making a hiring decision (Raghuram & Arvey, 1994).

Training is the deliberate effort intended by an organization in supporting its employees in the learning process of job related competencies which are critical for the success of employees’ job performances (Noe et al., 2008). Concerning training, some studies have underlined the significance of the broad application of training in order to develop employee skills and knowledge desired for innovation (Laursen & Foss, 2003; Mak & Akhtar, 2003). Appropriate opportunities for training support and encourage employees to find new ideas and to advance them further (Shalley & Gilson, 2004; Jiang, Wang & Zhao, 2012). Based on a survey of 332 organizations in Hong Kong, Lau & Ngo (2004) have demonstrated that some HRM practices and particularly training is related to organizations’ innovation performance.

Another HRM function is performance appraisal which is also important for innovation. Harackiewicz & Elliot (1993) and Egan (2005) have connected performance appraisal to increased levels of employee motivation and creativity. When feedback and mistake toleration are an integral part of performance appraisal, it may facilitate the development of creativity. Feedback provided during the appraisal process leads to a recognition of the gaps between performance and targets (Shipton et al. 2006), so this motivates employees to work creatively. Moreover, tolerating the mistakes of employee when they try new ideas and approaches is very critical for innovation. Consequently, toleration of mistakes should be included in the performance appraisal of employees.

As Folger & Konovsky (1989) have specified compensation is what organizations pay employees in exchange for their labor. Compensation is essential part in the high-profile HR system, so innovative organizations should design compensation packages to attract the best skilled employees (Turbin & Rosse, 1990). Rewards can attract creative people and retain them (Starkey, Tempest & Mckinlay,
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2004), and they can offer motivation for the additional effort necessary for innovation (Shipton et al., 2006). Organizations should offer incentives (Galbraith, 1984; Miles & Snow, 1984) to encourage employees to develop creative activities (Cascio, 1990; Gupta & Singhal, 1993). Some researchers such as Van Reenen (1996) and Balkin et al. (2000) have found a positive link between innovation and employee salaries level. Given the theoretical and empirical evidence in the academic literature, the first hypotheses can be proposed as:

H1: The correlation between high-profile personal HRM system and innovation capabilities is influenced through the mediating effect of human capital development.

2.2. Collaborative HRM System, Social Capital Development, Innovation Capabilities

Nahapiet & Ghoshal (1998) have theorized social capital as the summation of the actual and potential resources embedded within, available through and resulting from the networks of relationships possessed by an individual or social unit. According to Spender (1996) “collective knowledge” is tacit and it is situated in a social dimension, so it is the most challenging aspect of intellectual capital to manage and measure. This also explains why collective knowledge is the most strategic type of knowledge. Grounded in the work of Granovetter (1992), some scholars have underlined the significance of social capital for innovation. Tsai & Ghoshal (1998) have demonstrated that this social aspect affects resource exchange and the coordination among the people involved, which also creates value for the organization through its effect on product innovation.

Social capital is the knowledge that is rooted in organization’s relations with its employees, customers, suppliers and others in the external environment. Since there are relationships with internal and external parties, there are internal and external kinds of social capital (De Pablos, 2004). For the internal social capital, forming teams and teamwork are crucial. The “bonding view” highlights internal social capital, and it stems from the network closure theories (Coleman, 1988). It stresses building a cohesive work environment with teams in which employees share knowledge and resources that are critical for innovation. According to Katzenbach & Smith (1993), a team is made of a small group of people who possess different skills that complement one another. Consequently, teamwork occurs since the group members collaborate to realize the team’s goal.

There is a great amount of research on teams in relation to innovation, which is studied by analyzing features of teams, members and environment and how this affects teams (Hülsheger, Anderson & Salgado, 2009), yet there are fewer studies that have examined the use of teamwork in organizations, and how it influences innovation (Naveh & Erez, 2004). Many academics such as Hackman (1990) and Guzzo et al. (1992) have claimed that the organizational context within which teams operate will impact their performance. HRM creates the “context” which can enable or weaken the influence of teamwork for innovation. The HRM practices that have a group orientation are labelled as collaborative (Lepak & Snell, 1999). Lopez-Cabales, Perez-Luno & Cabrera (2009) have defined collaborative HR systems as the management of internal human capital to develop teamwork and cross-functional teamwork skills.

In this study, work autonomy, broad job design, empowerment, teamwork and group-oriented incentives are the “collaborative HRM system” as Donate, Pena & Sanches de Pablo (2016) also have examined. Collaborative HRM practices have team orientation like selection of individuals according to their team competencies, training activities explaining how to work in teams, and team-based appraisals and compensation practices. In the collaborative system, skills for teamwork are necessary to pass any selection procedure. The collaborative HR model includes training individuals in developing their interpersonal skills. This type of training has a positive effect on innovation because it facilitates employee interaction with colleagues and encourages the flow of new ideas and perspectives within work teams (Ulrich, 1998; Lepak et al., 2003).

Another main feature of self-directed teams is the autonomy they have over work operations (Morgeson et al., 2006). According to Amabile (1996) and Urbach, Fay & Goral (2010), autonomy results in a sense of responsibility, and it increases intrinsic motivation, which in turn is associated with formation and implementation of new ideas. When employees work on complex jobs that have high levels of autonomy, feedback, identity and variety (Hackman & Oldham, 1980), they are likely to experience high levels of intrinsic motivation and respond to this motivation by developing creative ideas. Employee involvement, teamwork and flexible job assignment programs motivate employees as
well as ensure employee discretion and opportunities to innovate (Ichniowski, Shaw & Prennushi, 1997; Batt, 2002).

Regarding job design, literature claims that organizations should allow employees to have free time for developing new ideas and design jobs for working with ambiguity and tolerance (Schuler & Jackson, 1987). The design of jobs is a central provider to employee creativity through increasing the intrinsic motivation to be creative (Shalley & Gilson, 2004). As a result, jobs should promote job enrichment (Tushman & Nadler, 1986; Kydd & Oppenheim, 1990), flexibility in job definition (Tushman & Nadler, 1986), autonomy (Kanter 1985; Axtell, Holman, Unsworth, Wall & Waterson, 2000), employee participation (Cummings, 1965; Schuler & Jackson 1987) and fluent communication (Cummings, 1965; Albertini & Butler, 1995). When jobs are broadly defined and self-direction is allowed, employees are able to find new solutions to problems in the workplace (Lepak & Snell, 1999; Kang et al., 2007).

Team process variables are more strongly related to creativity and innovation measured at team than individual level. In a better managed team, members can be motivated to perform at higher levels of creativity by social comparison processes providing group members and teams with a comparison standard and providing feedback on individual or team performance (West, 2002). Team cooperation, communication and conflict resolution are critical dimensions in teams with innovation expectation (Beer & Eisenstat, 2000). Therefore, a teamwork design is critical for distributing specialized knowledge throughout the organization. When there is a high level of interaction among team members, the cross-fertilization of standpoints can produce creativity and innovation is more likely to occur.

Research has stressed the role of communication and information gathering for organizational innovation (Monge, Cozzens & Contractor, 1992). Similarly, Nahapiet & Ghoshal (1998) argued that the relational dimension of social capital may represent increased willingness to experiment with combining different types of information as well as to develop new knowledge. Implementing HRM practices like the delegation of responsibilities and the involvement of employees in decision making improve organization’s social capital, thus strengthening the flow and exchange of information within teams (Ulrich, 1998). Evidence shows that empowerment and employee participation in decision making enable formal and informal work relations that provide employees with a network that they can use for sharing information (Adner & Helfat, 2003).

Appraisal and compensation processes act in harmony with group criteria (Helleloid & Simonin, 1994; Lepak & Snell, 1999) and HR remuneration practices also contribute to enhancing social capital through the use of team-based incentives. West & Markiewicz (2004) have identified that teamwork is inclined to fail if the reward system does not contain rewards for collaboration and achievement of team goals. Barczak & Wilemon (2003) have underlined that team members possess strong interest in being remunerated according to the results generated by their teams. Laursen (2002) and Laursen & Foss (2003) have empirically confirmed the positive impact of team-based pay on team performance as a motivating tool for sharing knowledge. Group-based incentives may enhance cooperative behavior and increase interaction among individuals because they recognize that part of their compensation depends on group results (Ulrich & Lake, 1990; Snell & Dean, 1994; Lepak & Snell, 2002). Therefore, the next hypothesis is:

**H2**: Social capital mediates the relationship between collaborative HRM system and innovation capabilities.

### 2.3. High-profile and Collaborative HRM Systems

Academics like Gibbons (1998), Ichniowski & Shaw (2003), and Bloom, Sadun & Van Reenen (2010), have taken into consideration new HRM practices like employee training, teamwork, job design and internal hierarchies, all of which aim at enhancing employee performance. These personal high-profile HR practices integrated in a system are useful for managing individual employees. On the other hand, collaborative HRM practices are implemented for enriching social relationships that are grounds of innovation. Work environment that values teamwork is more likely to cultivate a sense of “public good” or collectivity (Ibarra, Kilduff & Tsai, 2005), which invites individuals to trust the organization, share knowledge and innovate without private concerns (Moran, 2005). Among HRM-innovation studies there is an emphasis on social relationships in contributing to innovation (Kogut & Zander, 1996; Collins & Smith, 2006).
The cross-functional team work and information sharing may develop internal knowledge and communication that serve as a common cognitive basis for effective communication and knowledge sharing (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Gittell et al., 2010). Practices such as teamwork and job rotation create structural connectedness among employees. These enable the exploitation of more fine grained, complex knowledge to facilitate innovation (Reagans, Zuckerman & McEvily, 2004). Building from these observations, this study proposes the third hypothesis as:

**H3: There is a significant correlation between high-profile and collaborative HRM systems.**

### 2.4. Human and Social Capital Development

As it has been mentioned before, the main components of intellectual capital are human and social capital, and they have been already defined. The development of high quality human capital is important for forming and developing high quality social capital. Burt (1997) has emphasized that the value of human capital is meaningless without social capital. It means that social capital is essential for human capital. However, the “human capital advantage” described by Box all (1996), tends to decline over time. Stated differently, knowledge, skills and expertise tend to become outdated, so managers could boost high-quality relationships or social capital to arise spontaneously and could direct them towards organizational strategic objectives.

As it has been claimed by Snell, Youndt & Wright (1996), organizations can prevent human capital from becoming outdated, and they can stimulate social capital by implementing particular HRM practices. By implementing appropriate HR practices, human and social capital can be directed to achieving organizational capabilities by spreading collective knowledge that can also enrich the individual knowledge of employees. Therefore, knowledge is updated, improved and disseminated within organizations (Lepak & Snell, 1999; Currie & Kerrin, 2003). Enriching social capital can be very beneficial for sustaining the value and uniqueness of human capital. According to Subramaniam & Youndt (2005), innovative capabilities of organizations benefit less if individual knowledge is not networked, shared and channeled through relationships. Based on these, the next hypothesis is:

**H4: Social capital development has a positive effect on human capital development.**

### 2.5. Sector and its Moderating Effect

Since professionals who have participated in this study work for two different sectors, it would be beneficial to test the moderating effect of sector on the relationship between the constructs. Thus, the last hypothesis for this study is:

**H5: Sector plays a moderating role in the correlations between the constructs.**

![Figure 1. Proposed Research Model](image-url)

### 3. METHODOLOGY

The research design of the present study is explanatory. In other words, it is correlation hypotheses testing research. Besides, it is cross-sectional and quantitative survey research that studies individuals as a unit of analysis. Also, the extent of the researcher’s interference is minimal, and the study setting is non-contrived. Lastly, survey questionnaire is used to gather primary data for empirical analysis.

#### 3.1. Sample

In this study, as a sampling technique convenience sampling that is a non-probability sampling technique is applied. Subjects’ approachability and closeness to the researchers are the most important features of convenience sampling. As a result, the sample for this research has been chosen from service and production organizations in Istanbul since innovation is important for all types of organizations. The sample size is n=230 professionals who work for organizations located in Istanbul. They have been randomly selected by using LinkedIn and Facebook.
3.2. Procedure
First of all, the survey questionnaire written in English has been translated to Turkish. Next, the Turkish version of the questionnaire has been prepared by using Survey Monkey website. The confidentiality of participation and data management have been carefully explained at the very beginning of the on-line survey questionnaire. Then, the link of the on-line survey questionnaire has been sent in three forms. Firstly, it has been sent as a direct e-mail message to 100 professionals. Then, it has been sent as LinkedIn message to 400, and finally as Facebook message to 400 professionals. The time period for unswerving the questionnaire and collecting the data had lasted for one month, more specifically from November 3, 2016 to December 3, 2016.

3.3. Data Collection
From the sent 900 questionnaires, only 239 have been completed. 24 questionnaires have been omitted because of some unanswered items, so 215 questionnaires have been used as primary data for empirical analysis. The demographic data of the participants can be summarized as follow. In terms of gender, 54.4 % of participants are men and 45.6 % are women. 28.8 % are 20 – 35 years old, 63.7 % are 36 - 50 years old, and 7.4 % are 51 – 70 years old. In terms of education, only 0.9 % hold a high school diploma, 43.3 % hold a university degree, and 51.6 % hold a master's degree, and 4.2 % of participants hold PhD. Finally, when the length of working life of participants is taken into account, 1.4 % have been working for 1 to 3 years, 10.2 % for 4 to 7, 29.3 % for 8 to 15, and 59.1 % have been working for 16 and more years. Finally, 28.8 % of participants work for organizations in the production sector, whereas 71.2 % work for service organizations.

3.4. Measurement Instruments
Items from validated measurement instruments used before have been chosen and adapted to guarantee the validity of survey instruments. Ranging from 1 to 5, Likert-style multi-item scale has been used for each item.

**High-profile personal HRM System:** This measurement instrument includes seven items that have been adapted from Snell and Dean’s (1992) measure. For this research, item 6 and item 2 have been deleted since their outer loadings have been lower than 0.70. This instrument has reliability measure Cronbach α = 0.864.

**Collaborative HRM System:** The collaborative HRM system measure includes eight items taken from Youndt and Snell’s (2004) research. In this study, items 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 have been deleted because their outer loadings have been lower than 0.70. Cronbach α is 0.754.

**Human Capital:** Human capital development construct has been measured by using Youndt et al. (2004), and Subramaniam and Youndt (2005). This instrument has reliability measure Cronbach α is 0.916.

**Social Capital:** To measure organization’s social capital development, the well-known Youndt et al. (2004) 5 item scale has been implemented. Item 4 has been deleted because its outer loading has been lower than 0.70. Cronbach α is 0.835.

**Innovation Capabilities:** This four items scale has been adapted from Zahra &Das (1993), and Zahra & Bogner (2000). These four items have measured processes and product innovation in the organization in the last 3 years. Cronbach α is 0.897.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Measurement Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constructs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-profile Personal HRM System (HPHRS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative HRM System (CHRS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital (HC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Capital (SC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation Capabilities (InnCap)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 illustrates Cronbach’s Alpha results of all instruments. Values range from 0.754 to 0.916. Statistically, for Cronbach’s Alpha range above 0.70 is acceptable and over 0.80 is good. As a result, all the instruments have indicated high reliability.
3.5. Data Analysis

To analyze the proposed research model, the partial least squares (PLS) approach has been applied. According to Chin (1998), the PLS approach is a structural equation modeling (SEM). This technique simultaneously assesses a measurement model and the path constructed structural model at the same time. SEM is an appropriate technique for solving multi-collinearity problems which often arise in multivariate regression analysis because it changes predictor variables to an orthogonal component (Chin et al., 2003). SmartPLS 3.0 software program has been used to conduct the analysis. Although measurement and structural parameters are assessed at the same time, a PLS model is usually applied in two stages. Firstly, the measurement model evaluates the reliability and validity of the theoretical constructs. Secondly, the structural model scrutinizes the path correlations postulated in the proposed model of this study.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Measurement Model

The measurement model in this study has been validated by assessing convergent and discriminant validity. As suggested by Fornell & Larcker (1981) and Hair, Anderson, Tatham & Black (1998), the convergent validity of the measurement instruments has been verified by using three criteria. Firstly, the loadings of all indicators have to be higher than 0.70, secondly composite reliability (CR) figures have to be higher than 0.80, and finally, the average variance extracted (AVE) for each construct has to be higher than 0.50.

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics, convergent and discriminant validity results of the measurement model. Indicator loadings are above 0.70. The CR values range from 0.859 to 0.937, and AVE values range from 0.651 to 0.768. Therefore, the above stated three convergent validity criteria have been satisfied. Besides, Table 2 displays the figures of construct relationships. For assessing discriminant validity, Fornell & Larcker (1981) have suggested the criteria which are the square root of the AVE of a latent variable should be higher than the correlations between the rest of latent variables and the construct itself. Also, Table 2 illustrates the main diagonal showing the square root of the AVE of each construct, so the discriminant validity is supported in the measured model since this condition is satisfied for all constructs.

4.2. Structural Model

The cross-validation (CV) communality and redundancy results have been used to evaluate the quality of the structural model. Then, the proposed hypotheses have been verified. The overall quality of the structural model has been assessed by measuring the mean of the CV-communality results. According to Tenenhaus, Vinzi, Chatelin & Lauro (2005), the model is of high quality when CV-communality results are positive for all the blocks, bearing in mind the measurement model. Tenenhaus et al., (2005) has concluded that the quality of each structural equation is usually estimated through the CV redundancy results, which should be positive for all the endogenous constructs, bearing in mind the measurement model.

Table 3. Structural Model Quality

Q² > 0
Table 3 displays the quality of the structural model. All the latent variables offer positive values for CV communality and redundancy results, so the model of this study demonstrates predictive validity and fit adequacy. Ringle et al. (2005) has stated that Stone-Geisser test, which uses Q² results to estimate predictive relevance of dependent constructs is another method to evaluate the relevance of the calculated model. According to Chin (1998), this test represents how well observed results are reconstructed by the model and its parameter estimates. Since all these results (Q²) are above 0 for the model, it meets the criteria. Consequently, the model has prediction relevance. After investigating the structural model quality, the correlations have been verified. As Chin (1998) has suggested, a bootstrap resampling procedure considering 500 sub-samples has been implemented to evaluate if the correlations and effects are significant.

**Table 4. Structural Model: Correlations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>STDEV</th>
<th>T Statistics</th>
<th>P Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPHRS → HC</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>5.589</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC → InnCap</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>3.408</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRS → SC</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>13.918</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC → InnCap</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>2.415</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPHRS → CHRMS</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>26.571</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC → HC</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>6.560</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.05

In Table 4 the path correlations of the structural model are depicted. Taking into account the p values as p < 0.05, it can be stated that all correlations are significant.
Figure 2 illustrates the bootstrapping graphic summary results of the structural equation model where the significance of indicator loadings and path coefficients are shown. As illustrated, the results from the factor analysis for all factor loadings and their path correlations are significant, (p<0.05). When the path correlations between all constructs are considered the results are as follow. The relationship between high-profile HRM system and human capital development is significant (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05), and the relationship between human capital development and innovation capabilities is also significant (path coefficient=0.001, p<0.05). Consequently, the human capital development mediates the correlation between high-profile HRM system and innovation capabilities, thus H1 is supported. The correlation between collaborative HRM system and social capital development (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05) is significant. Besides, the relationship between social capital development and innovation capabilities is also significant (path coefficient=0.016, p<0.05), so H2 is supported, and this means that social capital development has a mediating effect on the relationship between collaborative HRM system and innovation capabilities. Since the relationship between high profile HRM system and collaborative HRM system is significant (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05), H3 is supported. Stated differently, high profile HRM system has a direct and positive impact on collaborative HRM system. H4 is also supported because the correlation between social capital development and human capital development is significant (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05). In other words, the development of social capital has a direct and positive effect on the development of human capital.
Two more bootstrapping graphics have been generated to test if there are any similarities and differences in the structural models when the moderating effect of sector is considered. The production sector has been tested by using data provided by 62 participants, and service sector has been examined by using data provided by 153 participants. When Figure 3 and Figure 4 are analyzed, it can be observed that there are some similarities and differences in the path model estimations between the two sectors.

H1 is not supported for the production sector because the mediating effect of human capital development is not observed since the relationship between high-profile HRM system and human capital development is significant (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05), yet the second relationship between human capital development and innovation capabilities is insignificant (path coefficient=0.415, p<0.05). On the other hand, H1 is fully supported for the service sector because human capital development plays a mediating role in the relationship between high-profile HRM system and human capital development (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05), and human capital development and innovation capabilities (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05). In terms of H1 the two sectors are different. It can be concluded that sector moderates the relationship defined in H1.

H2 is supported for the production sector because the mediating effect of social capital development is observed since the relationship between collaborative HRM system and social capital development is significant (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05). Moreover, the relationship between social capital development and innovation capabilities is insignificant (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05).
development and innovation capabilities is significant (path coefficient=0.023, p<0.05). Contrary, H2 is not supported for the service sector since social capital development does not play a mediating role in the relationship between collaborative HRM system and social capital development (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05), and social capital development and innovation capabilities (path coefficient=0.205, p<0.05). As a result the two sectors are different when H2 is analyzed, so sector moderates the relationship stated in H2.

The relationship between high-profile HRM system and collaborative HRM system is significant (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05) for the both sectors, and H3 is supported. There is not any moderation effect of sector in the relationship discussed in H3. Lastly, sector does not moderate the correlation defined in H4 because the correlation between social capital development and human capital development is significant (path coefficient=0.030, p<0.05) for the production sector and it is also significant (path coefficient=0.000, p<0.05) for the service sector.

5. DISCUSSION

The first main contribution of the present study is the empirical examination of the proposed research model in production and service organizations in Turkey. The study also investigates the role of HRM systems, and the mediating effects of human capital development and social capital development in facilitating innovation capabilities. Besides, it tests if sector plays a moderating effect in the relationships between the constructs. Another main contribution is that the first and the second hypotheses are supported, so human capital development mediates the relationship between high-profile HRM system and innovation capabilities, and social capital development mediates the relationship between collaborative HRM system and innovation capabilities.

When the correlation between high-profile HRM and collaborative HRM systems is examined in hypothesis three, it is found that there is a positive and significant correlation between these two systems. Consequently, it can be concluded that the implementation of high-profile HRM system positively affects the collaborative HRM system, so organizations and managers should be aware of this. Sector does not play any moderating effect here. Finally, it is observed that social capital development has a positive effect on human capital development as stated in H4. Thus, the hypothesis is supported for the production sector. Similarly, it is supported for organizations in the service sector. In other words, the development of social capital in organizations is beneficial for the development of human capital, and sector does not have any moderating effect on this relationship.

5.1. Implications

As it is stated in the literature, human capital development and social capital development are critical strategic factors for enhancing organizational innovation capabilities. In other words, it should be emphasized that all managers and specifically HR managers should not ignore human capital development and social capital development. This study offers some advice to help all managers but especially HR managers to understand how to integrate some HR practices into high-profile personal and collaborative HRM systems, and how to implement these for developing human and social capital so that they can influence innovation capabilities. As a result, the findings of this research have several managerial implications.

The research reveals the importance of combining HRM practices for enhancing human capital. It recommends that organizations have to promote high-profile personal HRM system, and HR and all other managers should engage in supporting human capital development since it affects innovation. Moreover, HRM practices in a collaborative HRM system should be implemented for enriching social capital that can also lead to innovation. HRM systems play a fundamental role in aiding employees, teams and organizations to apply their individual and collective knowledge and creativity so as to form the core organizational competences required for product, service and process innovations. This research also shows that the critical factors for innovation are actually intangible, so all managers including HR managers should be aware and skillful in managing intangible variables such as human and social capital.

Finally, the research findings reflect that HRM systems indirectly influence innovation capability through the mediating effects of human and social capital development. Thus, human and social capital developments play a mediating role to link HRM systems and innovation capabilities. As a result, it should be underlined that if managers overlook the human and social capital development, they cannot directly boost innovation. In order to increase innovation, managers have to use the HRM
systems and apply them for developing human and social capital. To sum up, the present study helps managers to better understand how to implement HRM systems so as to increase innovation through the mediating effect of human and social capital development.

5.2. Limitations and Recommendations

Limitations should be considered when interpreting the findings of this study. The first limitation is that cross-sectional data have been used, and this has not permitted causal inferences about the longitudinal interplay between the variables. The second limitation is the short time period for collecting the data. It is recommended that further research should be longitudinal in which the variables could be measured at different time periods to provide some additional insights. It is also recommended that future research gathers some measures of independent and dependent variables from different data sources to minimize the effects of any response bias. More research in this field can study the relationships between variables in different cultural and organizational setting. Only two HRM systems have been studied, so it is recommended that future research examines the impact of other HRM systems on human and social capital development and their influence on innovation capabilities.

6. Conclusion

In today's volatile environment, organizations depend on their innovative capabilities to increase their competitive advantage. Innovation is driven by human and social capital, and these reside in the individual competencies and motivations of employees and in the social relations build among employees and teams. Hence, human and social capitals have to be effectively accumulated, shared and applied so that organizations can benefit from them in order to innovate. The issue addressed in this article is on how two HRM systems can be used for human and social capital development and innovation. The study of HRM becomes critically relevant because it is specifically concerned with people management. It is proposed that HRM systems can be integrated to encourage and manage the processes of knowledge acquisition, sharing and application in order to enhance the intellectual capital within an organization.

The proposed research model captures how the mediating effects of human capital development and social capital development influence innovation capabilities. This article contributes to the body of research on developing HRM systems for the formation of innovative organizations that are capable to encounter the challenges of continuous change. By using data collected from production and service organizations in Turkey, and by analyzing the data with the help of structural equation modeling, this study investigates some HRM practices which influence innovation capabilities through the mediating effects of human and social capital development.

The study findings indicate that HRM practices integrated in high-profile personal and collaborative HRM systems are important determinants of human and social capital development and innovation. Generally, the findings demonstrate that HRM systems do not impact innovation capabilities directly but indirectly. It has been proposed that human capital development mediates the correlation between high-profile HRM system and innovation capabilities. Besides, social capital development plays a mediating role in the relationship between collaborative HRM system and social capital development. The main findings support these hypotheses. As a result, it should be concluded that human capital development and social capital development do play mediating roles. In addition, the moderating effect of sector has been investigated in this study, and it has been found that some relationships are influenced by it. Managers, have to be very careful since sector can play a moderating effect.
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